ESSEX KEYLESS ENTRY MARK 2 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS
FOR ELEVATORS

~ ALL CODES MUST BE 5 DIGITS LONG. Digits may be repeated (EXCEPT 5-5-5.)
~ EACH FLOOR (RELAY OUTPUT) REQUIRES 3 CODES.
~ EACH FLOOR MUST HAVE ITS OWN OWNER'S CODE. ALL OWNERS' CODES
  MUST BE DIFFERENT FROM EACH OTHER.

~ TO SPEED PROGRAMMING AND ELIMINATE REDUNDANCIES IT HELPS TO SE-
  LECT AND LIST ALL CODES BEFORE STARTING TO PROGRAM. WITH 5-PAD
  TOUCHPADS USE ONLY ODD DIGITS. This avoids "shadow" codes.

~ EACH FLOOR MUST HAVE ITS OWN FLOOR MANAGER'S CODE. ALL FLOOR
  MANAGERS' CODES MUST BE DIFFERENT FROM EACH OTHER AND FROM
  EVERY OWNER'S CODE.

~ FACTORY INSTALLED CODES ARE RECORDED ONLY IN THE ORIGINAL
  OWNER'S GUIDE. Space is provided for changed codes.

~ ENTERING "1-1-1-9" AFTER A VALID PROGRAMMING CODE PRODUCES A
  TRIPLE CHIRP AT THE TOUCHPAD.

~ TO CHANGE AN OWNER'S CODE FIRST REQUIRES ACCESS TO THE CONTROL
  MODULE. Not so to change other codes.

~ A PAUSE OF MORE THAN 5 SECONDS BETWEEN PUSHES RESETS THE SYS-
  TEM AND THE PROGRAMMING SEQUENCE MUST BE STARTED OVER
  AGAIN.

OWNER'S CODE  Press and release ONLY the button switch for desired circuit.
Then, from the touchpad, enter "1-1-1-9" followed by the new Owner's Code for
that floor. Wait at least 5 seconds and without touching the button switch, pro-
ceed to program the new floor manager's code (see next step).

FLOOR MANAGER's CODE  Work from the touchpad. Enter the Owner's Code
that was just programmed followed smoothly by "1-1-1-9" and by the desired
Floor Manager's Code for that floor. Wait at least 5 seconds and without touch-
ing the button switch, proceed to program the new access code (see next step).

ACCESS CODE  Work from the touchpad. Do not touch the button switch. Enter the
Floor Manager's Code that was just programmed followed smoothly by "1-1-1-9"
and by the desired Access Code for that floor. If desired, the same access code
may be programmed for more than one floor.
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